BIKES FOR BIZ™: Companies Rolling in Style
Custom bike manufacturer Republic Bike extends its
diverse line of BUILT BY US & YOU® designs to corporate
customers needing something as unique as they are.
Republic Bike prides itself on the creativity of its clientele.
Just as its retail bicycles appeal to individuals looking for a
kaleidoscopically unique bike that matches their personal
style, companies are working with Republic Bike in ever increasing numbers
to develop bike solutions to translate their corporate culture into two-wheels.
Republic Bike’s custom fleet bicycles are zipping broad colorful strokes
around corporate campuses, hotels, apartment buildings and small businesses
across the country. The flexible programs take many different forms – from
brass tacks employee transportation to luxury hotel amenities, but the spirit
of the programs are the same: get folks moving, cruising and smiling.
Fleet bicycles: Get ‘em rolling.
Getting from HQ to the Annex just got a lot more fun. What better way to
clear your head, refresh and reinvigorate than tossing the laptop in your
basket, slipping your coffee into the handlebar drink holder, and pedaling off
to your 10am.
Yes, fleet bicycles are just practical. They're affordable and healthy
transportation that get people around. But there's much more. They make a

statement. Branded corporate fleets are invigorating rolling billboards
promoting company culture with every cheerful revolution.
Republic Bike develops bicycle fleets for organizations, tiny to huge, so that
they can offer bikes as an amenity for their employees – either as a practical
bike share, health initiative, brand awareness project, or just for plain fun.
From large scale fleets like Republic Bike’s custom designed fleet at the
Googleplex in California to small batch productions like the small fleet of
cargo bikes at the collaborative workspace The LAB in Miami, each solution is
tailored to the organization’s needs.
Bike sharing: Want to share? Republic Bike can help.
Republic Bike designs and builds custom fleet bicycles perfect for bike
sharing programs. The bikes are designed to be unisex, low-maintenance and
super fun to ride.
Republic Bike also creates and deploys affordable bike sharing systems
perfect for small companies and trusted communities making it easy to create
a pool of bicycles for offices, buildings, residential complexes, colleges or
communities. Republic Bike gives all the tools needed to create and manage
the fleet.
Hotels: Exploring on two wheels.
There are few finer experiences than exploring a new place on two wheels.
Republic Bike develops unique, stylish fleets for hotels, tiny to large, so that
they can offer our bikes as a branded amenity for their guests – either as a
practical bike share, rental program or just as a courtesy.
Some of Republic Bike’s hotel customers include luxury properties like The
Mark in New York City, which sends guests into Central Park with a picnic
basket from celebrated chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten, to the Freehand in
Miami Beach, a rollicking hostel using the bikes for group rides to local
restaurants and bars.
Say it with a bike.
Republic Bike’s mission is to design bikes that are beautiful and affordable,
with just the right dash of whimsy to make biking appropriately joyful,
approachable and indispensable. Republic Bike aligns this mission with
companies wanting to build custom bicycle fleets to make a bold statement
about their company, employees and culture.

About Republic Bike
Through its BIKES FOR BIZ™ programs, Republic Bike works closely with
corporate partners to design bikes that are intimately aligned with each
brand’s aesthetics and values – however practical or wild.
Republic lends its expertise to create and manage programs for a broad range
of partners who want to stretch their embrace to contain the world of bikes.
In addition to its retail programs, Republic partners with clients looking for a
boost in employee wellness or transportation. Republic outfits companies
such as Google and Nike with custom, branded fleets of bikes for employees
to use on corporate campuses.
Republic Bike builds custom bikes for individuals and companies through its
direct retail website http://www.republicbike.com.
Republic Bikes are assembled in the USA.

